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maxie younger : prsnt smacks of
smugness and conceptual hot air.
many of the 12 half-minute tracks

dont make much effort to fit a
satisfying, resolved composition
within that time frame, instead

choosing to end unceremoniously
like a snippet or demo of a longer
(and, undoubtedly, much better)
song. lafawndahs the super lady
from nameless-town is the worst
offender of this, a pounding club
cut that abruptly transitions to a

wobbly hip-hop beat before
fizzling out just as quickly. the
tracks that work better are the
ones that arent trying to force

conventional song structures into
the restrictions, leaning more
toward the idea of brian enos

windows 95 startup sound
mentioned as one of the

compilations inspirations. laurie
spiegel and lucrecia dalts

contributions, two quick, punchy
soundscapes that lap at the ears
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like ocean waves at the shore,
both fall within this category. only

one piece here, lyra pramuks
gorgeous cage, feels like the kind

of revelation this prompt was
designed to coax out: its divine,

vocal-driven ambience is the sole
moment of the collection that

sticks in my mind. still, arbitrary
track length limitations can be an
inspiring compositional tool. the
press text even mentions eno's

infamous windows 95 micro-
composition. but while a sub three-
second framework requires a total
rethinking of compositional time,

thirty seconds end up feeling
neither here nor there. many of
the tracks sound like the artist

wrote a full-length track and then
rendered out a random thirty

second sectionalthough perhaps
that is the point take laurie

spiegels wonderfully crystalline
and utopian space opera fly by,

which ends in an abrupt and
unsatisfying manner. just as it has

settled itself in, it already fades
out, creating a feeling of being cut
shorta rare experience in a world
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of 23-track streaming albums
where you often want less of
whatever you are listening to.

however, i think this experience of
being cut short might be

contingent on the kind of critical,
active listening that one tends to

employ when a bandcamp release
is marketed as experimental and

critical. would the same effect still
happen if the track were slotted in

a standard ambient playlist[5]
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